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Abstract
This paper analyzes the ontological requirements for
representing biology knowledge,and identifies several
areas wherecurrent knowledgerepresentation (KR)
paradigms need to be extended. Wefocus on the
representation of experimental materials and methods, and
the reasoningtask of intelligent informationretrieval;
however,the ontological issues we raise apply to biology
(and experimentalsciences) in general. Wehave identified
two important concept types in molecular biology that
cause problemsfor standard knowledgemodels: 1)
complexsubstances such as mixtures and nucleic acid
sequences; 2) transformations (such as biochemical
reactions) that convert one substance into another. We
describe these problems, propose solutions for someof
them, and give examplesof the need for such knowledge
representations in intelligent informationretrieval.

1. Introduction
Current research aimed at the developmentof knowledge
sharing technology [Gruber 1993, Lehman1995] is based
on the following observations:
a. Creation of morerobust intelligent systems
will require domain-specific knowledgemodels
(microtheories) to be embedded
in a large
substrate of "consensus" world knowledge.
b. The developmentof a large consensus
knowledgebase will require research groups to
share results, so that microtheoriesof molecular
biology, for example, will build on consensus
microtheories of tangible substances, events,
qualities, measurements,time, space, etc.
c. Knowledgesharing requires common
ontological foundations to bc agreed upon. In the
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absence of such agreements, microtheories
producedby different research groups cannot be
integrated.
Ontologyin AI meansthe fundamentalcategories and
relations that provide a frameworkfor knowledgemodels.
Anontology of time, for example, must include a set of
formal conventionsfor defining points, intervals, and
durations of time, and associating times with events. An
ontology for molecular biology must include formal
conventions for defining DNA
sequences, operons, genes,
and the relationships betweenthese objects and biological
processes such as protein synthesis. Althoughthere is
disagreement about the precise meaningof the term
"ontology", most AI researchers agree that the ontological
foundationfor a knowledgemodelis the set of high-level
categories and relations used to construct the model’smore
specific entities.
Most of the larger computerizedresources in molecular
biology, such as Genbankof the National Center for
BiotechnologyInformation or Protein Data Bank
[Bernstein 1977] use databases rather than knowledge
bases, and do not define an ontological frameworkother
than the database schema.Eachobject has dozensof slots
that describe whereit comesfrom, what it consists of, its
properties, etc. However,there is no attempt to define
general taxonomic,partonomicor role relationships
amongthe concepts.
Other ontologies for biology knowledgeare based on
extensive taxonomicsof concepts. Unified Medical
LanguageSystem (UMLS)of the National Library
Medicine [Humphreys1993] is an exampleof such a
system. It has an IS-A hierarchy of more than 100 medical
concepts (as of 1994) and a SemanticNetworkthat
represents relationships betweencategories. Theseinclude
such semanticrelations as physically_related to.
spatially_related_to, functionally_related_to,

temporally_related_to, conceptually_related_to and various
morespecific forms of these relations. The Encyclopedia
of E. coli Genes and Metabolism(EcoCyc) [Karp 1996]
employsa frame knowledgerepresentation system.
Framesare organized in a class hierarchy for various types
of enzymatic reactions, metabolic pathwaysand chemicals
used in these reactions. This systemis used for retrieval
and visualization.
A third exampleof ontologies for biology knowledgeis
the AI-type knowledgesystems that attempt to simulate
human-like reasoning (e.g. PEPTIDEby D.Weld[Weld
1986] or GENSIM
by P.Karp [Karp 1993]). These
systems use qualitative reasoning to predict what will
happen in a biochemical system. Although they have the
most "intelligence" in them, systems of this type take a
"focused" approach to ontology design that includes only
those concepts required to describe a narrowclass of
problems.

additional slots representingparticipants, such as insertedobject and target.
In trying to represent actual experimentsreported in the
literature, we discoveredimportant areas of mismatch,
wherethe ontological conventions used in other AI
applications appearedinadequate for our purposes. For
example, the fundamentalnotion that every "real" object
is defined as an instance of a category seemsincompatible
with a universe whereobjects can changetheir category.
In addition, the traditional representation of tangible
objects as either objects whoseparts are an unorderedset
or totally unstructured"stuff’, does not fit well with the
complexmixtures and topological structures described in
biochemistry experiments. Weargue that molecular
biology, and experimental science in general, impose
requirementsthat should be, but have not yet been, taken
into account in the effort to create a common
set of
ontological conventions.

The creators of biology knowledgemodelshave generally
not considered howbiology concepts would be
incorporated into a general ontological framework.For
example, Figures 1 and 2 showthe top level concept
hierarchies from [Karp 1993] and [Karp 1996]. It is not
easy to see howtwo focused ontologies in the same
domain(and by the sameresearcher) could be integrated
with each other, let alone integrated into a general
frameworksuch as proposed by ontology researchers
[Bateman1994, Lenat 1990, Sowa1995]. It would be
very desirable to integrate ontologies for representing
biology knowledgewith ontologies created for other
domains. Researchers in biology could then take advantage
of ontologies of time and space, for example: whenwe
say that one bacterial strain was grownfor 3 hours and
another one for 90 minutes, it mayalso be relevant that
the secondstrain wasgrownhalf as long as the first one.
Whenwe define an experimentas a set of actions or steps,
it maybe important to knowwhat it means that step A
happened during step B. Temporalknowledge, and the
conclusions that flow from it, wouldbe defined in a
general ontology and wouldtherefore be accessible to an
integrated biology/world knowledgemodel.

2.

In our earlier work, aimedat developingtechniques for
intelligent retrieval of biology research papers [Baclawski
1993], we created an ontology for experimental materials
and methods[Hafner 1994]. The top-level hierarchy
(Figure 3) showshowa biology microtheory could
embeddedin a more general knowledgeframework- a
necessity to support even limited natural language
understanding. Wefollowed what has becomea standard
paradigmfor ontology design: frames organized into a
concept taxonomywith structured inheritance; as might be
expected, the most elaborated concept sub-networksin our
modelwere substances and experimental processes. Figure
4 showsthe top-level frame definition for experimental
processes. Specific processes, such as insertion, have

(Lenat and Guhain [Lenat 1990] note that Axiom2 only
applies downto a minimalgranularity.)

Complex

substances

Mostgeneral ontological modelsinclude a high-level
division betweendiscrete objects (those with distinct parts
or components)and quantities of "stuff". Discrete objects
such as cars have discrete componentssuch as wheels and
engines, organized into a "parts" hierarchy (sometimes
called the "partonomy").Stuff (such as water, sand, air,
and so forth) does not have parts and every sub-chunkof
stuff is still the samestuff. Thebasic inferencerules
(axioms)that distinguish these categories are:
Axiom i. If X is a discrete
object such as a car, then there
exist identifiable subparts of X
such as wheels, an engine and so
forth. The parts of a car are not
themselves cars.
Axiom 2. If Y is a chunk of stuff
such as water, then every subchunk of Y is also a chunk of
water.

In creating a representation for biology knowledge,there
are manycomplexsubstances that do not easily fit within
this taxonomy. Wediscuss two of them below: I)
populations and mixtures, and 2) parts and sequences.
2.1.

Populations

and Mixtures

Practically all biology experimentsdeal with molecules or
cells: bacteria, protein, DNA.Whenany of these is part of
an experiment,it is usually not a single object, but a
collection of such cells or molecules(e.g.E. coli strain
Hafner
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Figure 5. Extended Ontology for Tangible Things
in the examplein Section 4) called a population. A
population can be homogeneousor heterogeneous (See
Figure 5). A crystal of a particular protein is an example
of a homogeneouspopulation, and a mixture such as a
buffer is a heterogeneouspopulation.
In the text of papers and in the representation, whenit is
stated that process A was applied to substance B, what is
actually meant(in the cases whereB is a population)
that process A is applied to B and has an effect on the
membersof the population (i.e. on the cells or molecules
of the population). If B is homogeneous,
than all the
membersof B are affected. If B is a heterogeneous
population, process A mayonly affect someof the
membersof the population. For exampleif we say that
"cells werebrokenby a press", the followingis the exact
interpretation of this: the press was applied to the
population of cells and each cell in the population was
broken. Alternatively, if a salt solution evaporates, the
evaporation process only involves the water, not the salt.
Mixtures, which are extremely commonin biology
experiments, can be viewedas a sub-type of stuff since
they satisfy Axiom2 above, or as a subtype of discrete
object, since mixtures also satisfy Axiom1 above(i.e.,
they have identifiable components). The following
features distinguish mixtures from heterogeneous
populations in general:

1. componentsof mixtures are meaningful
entities by themselves;they exist not only in and
for this mixture. This is different from, say, parts
of an engine that are normallyfound only within
an engine.
2. in biology experiments, mixtures are often
created by the experimenterfor a purpose (to
effect a transformation of one or more
ingredients, or as environmentfor a certain
cellular or chemical component).
As a first approximation,wecan represent ingredients of a
mixture using a role "ingredients" similar to the "parts"
role in structured objects. Dependingon howthe
substance is being used, there can be namedcomponentroles (such as mediumin the mixture of cells and a
growthmedium)that indicate what function the particular
componentis performing. Ingredients of a mixture cannot
be heterogeneous, since they wouldmingle with other
elements of the mixture. A problemarises if we want to
be able to represent the concentration of ingredients within
a mixture. The straightforward "ingredients role" approach
described abovewill not suffice, and standard alternatives
are not appealing. Anotherapproachis to define a
relational frame "substance-in-concentration" with two
slots (the substanceand the concentration), and fill the
"ingredients" slot with instances of this kind.
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Further discussion of mixtures appears in Section 3,
where we explore the transformations that combine
ingredients into newmixtures, and extract ingredients
from the mixtures and that result in a category changefor
the ingredients or the mixtures.

2.2 Parts and Sequences
Standard ontologies of objects and substances are founded
on two hierarchical structures: taxonomicCisa") structures
and partonomic("has-part") structures. However,
building the knowledgemodelof [Hafner 1994], problems
arose in applying the "has-part" relation to the complex
objects found in molecular biology, such as DNAand
proteins. The standard partonomicinference rule is:
If X has-part Y, then every object of
type X contains an object of type Y.
This rule needs to be supplementedwith a variation
describing the componentrelationships in mixtures, as
follows:
If X has-ingredient Y, then every
population X contains a population Y.
Next, we observe that characterizing proteins as having
parts or ingredients whichare aminoacids is correct but
insufficient. Clearly, it is necessaryto include in our
ontological foundation another partonomicrelationship,
"madeof", which wouldpermit the following inferences:
If X is-made-of Y, then every X
contains a population Y.
If X is-made-of-Y, then for every X
there is a population Y which is coextensional* with X
Finally, an ontology for biochemistry knowledgemust be
able to represent the fact that proteins (and other
chemicals) are not merely collections or mixtures of
components,but are formedin particular structures -- in
the case of proteins, a chain or sequenceof aminoacids.
Wecan consider creating additional partonomicrelations,
"is-structure-of,’ and "is-sequence-of";an exampleof the
kind of reasoning these ontological structures would
support is:
If X is-sequence-of Y, then for each
homogeneous subclass Xj of X there
exists a unique sequence
S = [YI
Yn] such that:
if S contains Yi k times, then:

Physically the samealthoughconceptuallydifferent - see
the stuff-of functionin Sec. 3.3.
82
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l.every molecule of Xj contains
instances of Yi and
2.every population of Xj is k/n
percent made of Yi
Althoughthe structures proposed here wouldundoubtedly
be useful in representing biology knowledge,it is unclear
howto integrate them with other knowledgemodels,
including those of biological processes such as DNA
transcription. In creating a consensusontological base, the
AI communityshould develop a general mechanismfor
characterizing the relationships betweenobjects and their
physical parts that can encompassthe variety of structures
found in molecular biology.

3. Processes and Transformations
Current ontological modelsmakea primary distinction
betweentangible objects, processes, and abstractions such
as numbers.The structure of processes in most AI
systems follows a well knownpattern: a list of participant
objects (the "parameters"),the preconditionsfor the
process to occur, and the effects or changesengendered.
This approachto representing processes has been used for
planning [Barr 198 l], natural languageunderstanding
[Cohen 1979], and simulation [Forbus 1984] with good
results.
A modelof experimental biology must include a large
numberof different processes - natural processes such as
growth, DNA
transcription, and chemical reactions; and
experimental processes such as mixing, removingand
inserting. For guidance, wecompileda list of verbs in
research articles, for example:add, assay, centrifuge,
combine,dialyze, disrupt, elute, extract, harvest, incubate,
inoculate, label, measure,precipitate, purify, rinse,
suspend, tether, wash. Our goal was to define a useful
taxonomyof experimental processes, and create a modelof
their preconditionsand effects. This in turn led to a reexaminationof the ontological foundations of our
knowledgerepresentation.

3.1 Transformations and Identity
In examiningthe verbs above, it is clear that many
experimentalprocesses are characterized in terms of their
end result, whichis a transformationof the substances
involved in the experiment. But most AI systems model
the effects of a process on an object only as changesin its
property values or relations with other objects. For
example,if a heating processis applied to an object, its
temperaturerises. If a block in a blocks-woddmodel(or
an object in a manufacturingplant) is moved,a change
occurs in its location propertyand its supportrelations
with other objects.
Processes in molecular biology, unlike the above, often
involve fundamentalchangesin the structure (and even the

category identity) of the substances in the model. To
consider a blocks world analogy: suppose enoughheat is
applied to melt the plastic blocks in a blocks world model
into liquid. Thereare no longer any blocks in existence!
However,it still maybe important to represent that the
goo which nowexists used to be a particular block or set
of blocks. In molecularbiology one strain of bacteria is
turned into a different strain by the introduction of a
plasmid; bacterial cells are turned into lysate by pressing
or sonication; a mixtureis turned into a pellet and a
supernatant by centrifugation, etc.
Wedefine a transfornu2tion as a process in whichat least
one participant changesits category identity during the
process. Fromthe standpoint of a computerdatabase, we
maysay that the transformedparticipant ceases to exist,
but this is not an accurate reflection of the waypeople
think about the situation. Thus, a straightforward process
modelthat simply represents inputs (participants) and
outputs (objects that comeinto existence) is inadequatefor
modelingtransformations, because a) it does not represent
the fact that the inputs no longer exist and b) it does not
represent the relationship betweenthe outputs and the
original inputs, one of the most important relationships
being the fact that the stuff the inputs were madefrom is
nowthe stuff the outputs are madefrom.
For example, Figure 6 showsthe definition of "boiling"
in qualitative process theory [Forbus 1984], a
transformation of someliquid to somegas. The input to
the process is contained-liquid w (an individual view).
The object that comesinto existence is g, a population
whichis a gas. The process description says that w and g
are the same substance (meaning they are both madeof
the sameliquid, since they cannot be co-extensional) and
the amountofg increases, while the amount of w
decreasesat the samerate. It does not express the fact that
the "stuff" of g is derived fromthe "stuff" of w.
Therefore, the history of a boiling process wouldnot
makethis connection. (It is also interesting to consider
the situation where w is a mixture such as salt solution.
In that case, the assertion that substance(g) = substance(w)
is incorrect, and it is not clear howthe correct relationship
wouldbe expressed in this framework.)
Note that, according to our definition of transformations,
different underlying representation of objects maylead to
different classification of processes. For example,
suppose a modelof physical substances has a slot called
"SLG"with values solid, liquid, and gas. In that case,
there wouldnot be two different substances w and g, there
would only be one substance whose SLGproperty
gradually changed.However,this representation gives rise
to problemsalso -- a modelof the boiling process would
require a representation for populations of objects where
the proportion of individuals with a particular value for a
property wouldbe the "quantity" subject to a qualitative
influence. (This is probably a better representation of

Process Boiling
Individuals:
wis a contained-liquid
hf is a heat flow process instance where
dst(hf) =
QuantityConditions:
Status(hf, Active)
A(temperature(w)) < A(t-boil(w))
Relations:
There is g ~ piece-of-stuff
gas(g)
substance(g) = substance(w)
temperature(w)= temperature(g)
Let generation-rate be a quantity
A(generafion-rate) > ZERO
generation-rate Q+flow-rate(hf)
Influences:
I - beat(w),A(flow-rate(hf)
I - amount-of(w),A(generafion-rate)
I + amount-of(g),A(generation-rate)
I - heat(w), A(generation-rate)
I + heat(g), A(generation-rate)
Figure 6. Boiling Process Description from [Forbus
1994]
boiling, but not all processes are amenableto this
treatment.)
3.2

Types

of Transformations

Wehave madea preliminary classification of the
transformations occurring in experimental biology:
a. Topological transformations involve
inserting objects into other objects, creating new
mixtures by combiningsubstances, and separating
components(including ingredients) from objects (for
example,by centrifugation or precipitation) but
without chemical reactions. Complextopological
transformations occur, for examplewhentwo
substances are mutually Wansformed
by the transfer of
a componentfrom one substance to the other, as in
dialysis; or in the case of "rinsing", whenone
substance is removedfrom another by adding a rinse
agent which combineswith the ingredient to be
removed,and then separating the (nowdirty) rinse
agent from the mixture. The rightmost part of Figure
7 showsgraphically the effect of another complex
topological transformation, wherecells in a buffer are
broken, creating a new mixture containing the buffer
and the ingredients of the cells. In topological
transformations the low-level ingredients are
preserved, but their arrangementin the objects
changes, whichmaylead to the changes in the
identity of the higher-level objects.

Hafner
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Figure 7. Combining mixtures in the sentence "Cells...
were resuspended in a small volume
of buffer containing
10 mMMes (pH 6.0), 100 mMNaCI, 0.5 _n~,, EDTA, and 50
phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride,
and then broken by French press.
b. Reaction transformations involve substances
that combineat the molecularlevel to produce
different substances (normally through covalent
bonds). The classic modelof a chemicalreaction
occurs whentwo chemicals are mixed, and they react
to form a newchemical(or two different chemicals).
In biology, manyreactions require enzymesto be
present; in that case, three chemicalsare mixed,and
two of them are transformed to form one or two new
chemicals.
3.3

Formalizing

Transformations

In molecularbiology, as in other experimentalsciences,
participants in transformations are normally populations
(e.g. populationof cells, molecules,etc.). Since
populations are chunksof stuff, we can assumea dual
representation: for every populationobject P, there is
anotherobject stuff-of (P) representingall the stuff that
comprises the population. Let us modela transformation
of one object to another by creating two object
descriptions, and linking someof the stuff in one object
to someof the stuff in the other.
Transformationscan be instantaneous (at a certain time
granularity) or gradual. To modelan instantaneous
transformation of A into B, we can define a predicate
Tr(stuff-of(A), stuff-of(B)). To modelthe gradual
transformation of one substance to another, let us also
define the concept of a "transfer path" analogousto a heat
path in qualitative physics, with a Quantitytransfer-rate.
There is a predicate Tr-Connects(p. w, g) whichstates
that population w is being transferred into population g
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via a transfer path p. This meansthat the stuff-of (w)
gradually becomesstuff-of (g) In the boiling process
description, we can replace the statement that g and w are
madeof the samesubstance by a statement that the stuff
of g is comingfrom the stuff of w, as shownbelow.
Process Boiling
Individuals:
w is a contained-liquid
hf is a heat flow process instance where
dst(hf) =
QuantityConditions:
Status(hf, Active)
A(temperature(w)) < A(t-boil(w))
Relations:
There is g e population
gas(g)
temperature(w) = temperature(g)
There is p ~ Transfer-Path
Tr-Connects(p, w, g)
transfer-rate(p) Q+flow-rate(hf)
Influences:
I- heat(w), A(flow-rate(hf)
I- amount-of(w),A(transfer-rate(p))
I + amount-of(g),A(transfer-rate(p))
I - heat(w),A(transfer-rate(p))
I + heat(g), A(transfer-rate(p))
4. Knowledge-based
Retrieval

Information

In this section we describe howthe ontological structures
discussed aboveexhibit in the biology literature and how

In this section we describe howthe ontological structures discussed aboveexhibit themselvesin the biology literature and
howthey can be used for intelligent information retrieval. The text in Figure 8 is an excerpt from a molecularbiology
paper [Gegner 1991]. This Growth of Cells and Protein Purification.
The cheW and cheA plasmids were
expressed in E. coli mutant strain RP3098(a AflhA-flhD mutant), which was provided by J.S. Parkinson (University
Utah). Cells were grownat 30°Cin L broth ....
CheWpurification is based on the procedure described by Stock et al. (14) with the following modifications. Cells were
harvested by centrifugation at 5000rpm(BeckmanJA 10 rotor) for 5 min, resuspended in a small volumeof buffer
containing 10 mMMes (pH 6.0), 100 mMNaCI, 0.5 mMEDTA,and 50 ~tM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and then
broken by French press. The lysate was ultracentrifuged at 50,000 rpm (BeckmanTi 60 rotor) for 1 hr to remove
cellular debris. Protein was ~ from the supernatant by adding (NH4)2SO4to 40% saturation and pelleted
by centrifugation. The pellet was resuspended, dialyzed against the Mesbuffer and loaded onto a WhitmanDE-52
column.... CheWwas >99%pure as determined by CoomassieBlue staining.

Figure 8: An excerpt from a biology research paper [Gegner1991]
that describesthe processof proteinpurification
they can be used for intelligent information retrieval. The
text in Figure 8 is an excerpt from a molecular biology
paper [Gegner1991]. This excerpt describes a process of
purifying CheWprotein from a certain strain of E. coli
bacteria.
The sequencestarts out with the strain of E. coli bacteria
which is grownto get the necessary amountof cells. The
grown cells contain CheWprotein which nowneeds to be
purified. The purification process consists of first breaking
the cells and then achieving higher and higher
concentration of CheWin the mixture that remains.
Alongthe way, various substances (buffers, chemicals) are
added to the mixture and then removed, carrying someof
the unwantedstuff awaywith them. In the end, what is
left is a mixture 99%of which is CheWprotein. The
followingSections illustrate several informationretrieval
problems using this paragraph.

4.1 Mixtures
In Section 2.2 we talked about representing mixtures in
biology experiments. In this paragraph we have:
"Cells... were resuspendedin a small volumeof
buffer containing 10 mMMes (pH 6.0), 100
mMNaC1, 0.5 mMEDTA, and 50 ~tM
phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride"
There are two mixtures described here. First is the mixture
of the cells and the buffer, whichis the top level output of
the combiningprocess described in the sentence. "Buffer"
is the role of the secondingredient. The substance which
functions as a buffer is also a mixtureof four ingredients
at certain concentrations,plus water. In the buffer,
ingredients don’t have namedroles. Figure 7 showsa
representation of the process described. The basic
inference rules for combiningmixtures is:

RUI@ i_ If X and Y are mixtures
combined into Z, then Z is also a
mixture, and the ingredients of Z
are the union of the ingredients
of X and Y.
Considerthe following query:
"Whatwere the chemicals used in resuspension
of the cells?"
Theuser specifies "chemicals"as the class of the
substance or substances used in resuspension. There is no
mentionof buffer in the query. Buffer itself is not a
chemical but a mixture and the paragraph in Figure 8
wouldnot be brought up as an answer without additional
reasoning. Weknow, however, that cells were mixedwith
the buffer in the resuspensionprocess and the buffer in
turn had particular chemicalsas its ingredients. Wecan
then infer what chemicals were used in resuspension.

4.2 Indirect match of transformants
Oneof the issues discussed in the previous section was
tracking substances and their properties throughprocesses,
mixturesand transformations(like lysing) in particular.
This knowledgecan be utilized to give a morecomplete
answerto user queries.
Rule 2. If substance X is
transformed into substance Y and
process A is applied to Y, then
process A is indirectly applied
to X.
Oneof the substeps of purification in the experiment
described aboveis breaking cells by Frenchpress. As a
result of the process, cells are replacedby a lysate, which
is a mixtureof all the cells’ ingredients but without
Hafner
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separation by cell walls. That is, all the stuff is nowin
one unstructured mixture, as shownat the right of Figure
7. This raises two issues. Oneis representing this change
formally. This was discussed in Section 3. Second,
representing the fact that cells don’t exist any moreand all
the subsequentprocesses are applied to the lysate (or
purified parts of it). Beingable to represent this will give
us the knowledge
that, first, all the stuff that was in the
cells, is still present, and, second,it is not referred to as
"ceils" anymore.So, if someoneasks:
"Werethe cells ever ultracentrifuged in the
process of purifying CheWby the procedure
describedin Stocket al. ?"
the desirable answerfrom investigating this paper would
be "uitracentrifugation was not applied to the cells
directly, but to the lysate derivedfromthe ceils". This
type of query-answerinterface is similar to cooperative
responses technique used in natural language [Kaplan
1982].
In general, ifa query is madeabout a process applied to a
substance and we knowthat this process was applied to a
transformant or a precursor of this substance, we would
like to bring it up to the user as a possible answer.In
particular, if, as in this example,the transformanthas
exactly the samestuff in it as the sought substance, but is
structureddifferently.

4.3 Coherence Inferences
Anintelligent retrieval system’sgoal is, in large part, to
matcha user’s query to the appropriate text strings which
can then be displayed. Domainand world knowledgeis
used in a variety of waysto match the query to elements
of the text’s meaningthat are not explicitly present.
Coherenceis the assumptionthat consecutive sentences in
a text are related, by cause and effect, goal and means,or
someother relationship at the meaninglevel.
The secondparagraph abovestarts with a sentence that
states the goal: "purification of CheW".The assumption
that the text is coherent tells us that the following
sentences describe the meansof achieving this goal. It
also tells us that the order of steps describedrepresents
their temporal sequence(since there is no mentionof the
contrary). This allows us to, first, answerqueries about
the paragraphas a wholeand, second, relate the output of
each step as the input to the next.
Rule 3. If G is goal of an event
sequence S and process P is part
of sequence S, then G is a goal
of process P.
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R~le 4. If substance X is used in
process P and G is the goal of P
then X was used to achieve G.
For example,as we mentioned,all the processes in the
sequencedescribed in the secondparagraphin Figure 8 are
serving one particular goal: purification of CheW
protein.
But this goal, after beingstated in the first sentenceof the
paragraph, is hardly mentionedin the subsequent
processes’ descriptions. However,a query mayoften
pertain to the general goal of the paragraph. For example,
consider the followingquery:
"Has anyone attempted to purify CheWfrom E.
coli strain RP3098?"
It is easyto see that the entire excerpt shouldbe rctrieved
as an answerto the query. The only process that E. coli
strain RP3098explicitly participates in is Grow.
Assumingthat the paragraph is coherent, we can infer that
CheW
was, in fact, purified fromthis strain, unless stated
otherwise.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we havepresented the challenges to the
current ontological paradigmsthat arise in the
formalization of biological materials and methods. We
claim that these problemsalso manifest themselves in
other experimentalsciences. Wediscuss the possible
solutions to the outlined problems.
Manyontologies divide Tangible objects into Stuff and
Discrete objects. Since this is not adequateto categorize
our domain, we introduce a newontological category,
mixture, whichexhibits the properties of both discrete
objects and stuff. Mixtureis an importantclass of
heterogeneouspopulation. Weintroduce made-of and
sequencerelations to represent extensionsof the traditional
part-of hierarhcy.
Transformations are one of the most commonbiological
and experimental processes. Transformationsnot only
changecertain properties of their participants but
participants can changetheir category and, therefore, their
identity as a result of a transformation.It is important,
however,to represent the fact that the stuff the inputs to a
transformation process were madefrom is the samestuff
the outputs are madefrom. This information can be then
used in intelligent informationretrieval. Wesuggest
complementing
the representation used in Qualitative
Process Theorywith predicates and concepts to track the
changesin the stuff that occur during transformations.
This is research in progress and our goal is overall
ontology design for biological materials and methods.
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